
PERIODIC PROPERTIES

2.6,1 Slater Rules for determining effective nuclear charge
Slater gave a set of empirical rules for calculating the effective nuclear charge (2,,,)

experienced by electrons in different orbitals. As stated above, the 2", acting on a given electron is

calculated by subtracting the screening constant (S) from the atomic number Z (nuclear charge).

IB I rhat is: 2,,,- Z - S

[ 
.rne 'Slater rules' for calculating screening on shielding constant (S) are as follows:

. I ( l) The electronic configuration of the element is first written in the following order and group-

' I 
ings: (ls); (2s,2p), (3s, 3p); (3d; (as, ail; $d); (afl; (ss, 5p); (5d);(51and so on.

I Q) For an electron considered in a group of s, p electrons the shielding constant (S) is the sum

I "fthe 
following contributions:

I (a) No contribution for electrons in groups beyond the one considered.

I tb) An amount of0.35 for each electron in the group considered (except in ls group whcre.0.i0

ic I is used instead ol-0.35).

(c) An amount of 0.85 for each electron in the next inner shell (r l).
(a) An amount of 1.00 for each of all other inner shell electrons.

. (3) For an electron considered in d or f group, rules 2a and 2b apply as such; however-rules 2c
and2d are replaced with the rule that all other electrons lying to the left of dor/group
contribute 1.00 each.

by I E*ample //.CalculateZ*facedbya3sor3pelectroninphosphorusatom (Z:15,ls2
k2 2p6 3s2 3pr;

9) I . Solution. Group configuration :1112) (2s2,2p6) (3s2, 3pr). Four other eleurons in the group
' I -is',3p')contribute4x0.35andnextinnershell contributesSx0.85and thenthenext2x l.

for
Fora3s or3pelectron, S: (2, 1.00) + (8 x 0.85) + (4 x 0.35)

s -.- 2.00 + 6.80 + 1.40: 10.20

zr,:15-10.20:4.80
inter- 

I Example 12. Calculat e Z * experienced by a 2p electron in oxygen atom

elec- t Z (8, rs2,2s2 2p41

faced

Solution. Group configuration: (lr2); (2s2 2p4)

There are 5 other electrons in group (2s2,2p4) under consideration which contribute 5 x 0.35
trards S. Next inner shell contributes 2 x 0.85. Thus for a 2p electron

effec-
How-

it is

S: (2 x 0.85) + 5 x (0.35):3.45

Z"fi: (8 - 3.45):4.55

would I Example /3. Calculate Z"rrexperienced by (i) 5s electron (ii) 4d electron in Ag atom (Z

lre{et I = t-.1s2, zsz,2p6, Js2, 3p6, 3dt6', 4s2, 4p6,4dt0, sst1.

l;il} I Sotutioni'. iroup 
"orRguration 

:(;,i, es2, 2p\; (3s2,3p61; (3dt\ (4s2, +p61,1odto1 1sst1
;r For5selectron, S: (28 " 1.00)+(18 x 0.85)+(0 x 0.35)

: 43.30

f,:'ff; I ; r For 4d erectron, 

""1 

u2' : i3o,i. ,; i', 35) + 6
:39.15

z off 
: 47 - 39.15 : 7.85


